
PORTABLE 
SIGNAGE 
SYSTEM



Signs are essential in informing customers on where to go 
and what to do, but how do you attain this when your 
company operates in a different locations every week?



PORTABLE 
SIGNAGE 
SYSTEM



INDUSTRY SIGN 
STANDARD

The industry standard in signage 
was apparently never considered. 
Most signage is handwritten 
without hierarchy and is worded 

with abrasive language. Locally, 
no standardization has ever been 
attempted, which makes this 
low-hanging fruit so appealing.









WHAT IT TOOK TO 
RISE ABOVE 
THE COMPETITION



OBJECTIVES & 
OPPORTUNITIES

AFFORDABLE
It must lower overhead, without sacrificing quality. Minimizing cost is 

always a focus for any new design project.

DURABLE
Noting that the signs will be transported a lot, they must be able to sur-

vive the wear and tear of travel.

INFORMATIVE
Signs should tell customers as much as possible, so that questions are 

answered before they are even asked.

PORTABLE
Transportation is a big cost. Currently, everything needed for a success-

ful sale can fit in the bed of a Ford F-150.

MULTI-PURPOSE
With special collections appearing regularly, unique signs may need to 

be made on a reoccurring basis.

REPLICABLE
Because the company operates across the continent, anything created 

should be replicable in other markets.



LARGE ICONS
To help identify items from a 
distance, while also defeating 
the language barrier.



AETHER PINK
Pink was chosen due to its domi-
nance of the environment. It stands 
apart from most wall colors. It also 
stands out within the industry.

ALL OVER COLOR
For the important signs, a large 
amount of color was used to 
command attention.



AETHER ORANGE
Orange was chosen as the hazard 
color, creating a more varied and 
understandable environment.



2-UP PRINTING
Printing two per page saves on 
cost while increasing portability.





IRIDESCENT PAPER
Paper that shifts in color with the 
light, as an eye-catching  final touch.



SEALED EDGES
For exterior/wet environments.

LAMINATED
Increasing durability and lifespan.



CROPPED EDGES
To develop a sharp contrast against 
interior walls, creating a clean look 
not common to laminated signs.



6’ AWAY
Crystal clear.

5' AWAY
Highly readable.



25' AWAY
Still visible.




